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Hva er SMARTboard?

· interaktiv tavle (touch)
· koblet til prosjektor og data via VGA- og USB-kabler
· Notebook-programvare
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SMARTboard og meg
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Engelsk_8. trinn
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SMARTboard og elevene

· Motivasjon => GØY 

· Deltakelse: elevsentrert undervisning

· Bedre læring?
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je
tu

il

elle

joue

joues

fais

fait

aime

aimes

j'

déteste

détestes

au foot

la cuisine

l'été

du vélo

sur l'ordinateur

avec mes amis

le hockey

regarder la télé

de l'équitation

nager

Lag 5 setninger:

du sport avec mon père

lire
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Litt grammatikk da...
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Timeline

Every 
afternoon 
after 
school, 
children 
played in 
the giant 
garden

After 7 
years, the 
Giant came 
back and 
frightened 
the 
children

The 
Giant 
built a 
wall 
around 
his 
garden

The 
spring 
came 
but it 
was 
still 
winter 
at the 
Giant's 
garden

One morning the Giant 
heard lovely music. He 
saw a child in every tree 
but one. A child was 
crying bitterly at the 
bottom of a tree, there it 
was still winter.

The Giant realized 
how selfish he had 
been and decided 
to go out and help 
the crying child. 
He scared the 
children away.  It 
was winter again.

He put the 
child on the 
tree. Spring 
came back 
immediately.

All the 
children 
came 
back. They 
all played 
together. 
The little 
boy 
disappeard

Years later, the 
Giant was very 
old. On a winter 
morning a saw 
the little child 
again under a 
tree, covered 
with lovely white 
blossoms.

The child 
is there 
to take 
the Giant 
to 
Paradise.

The same 
afternoon, 
the Giant 
was found 
dead under 
the tree.
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Tid for retting...
Vg1, ssp_elevbesvarelse_H10

Task 3a, 

How to learn English, and why?

We learn English every day, from English classes in school or from the television at home. 

English have become more and more important languages during these last years. Why is 

English so important?  English is the international languages that why. You use them on 

vacation to other land, you use them on work, you use the to communicate with people 

from other country. The world has been so depend on each other that it is important to 

communicate with each other. You most be able to communicate with other from different 

country. But to learn a new language is not easy.

Is English that crucial for finding a job?

Is may be, it depend on what kind of job you are looking for, but mostly you need English 

in all king of job. That is because in every job it require some kind of communication with 

other person, even so it exist work like newspaper boy that don’t require English, but I can 

promise; you will not get pay good on those job. In different job it require different kind for 

use of English, like work in office, you will need more like leading and writing English, 

and in work were you are selling something it is best that you can talk and understand 

English. It is likely you will meet someone that only talk English to you. In addition to that 

I want to say that someone may say that English is no all that important but that what you 

have the ability that you require to your job, even so that may be true, that is no loses if you 

learn English to. For you will get use for it in anyway.

Easy way to learn English…

For the first it is important that you are not afraid to use English, even if it is sound strange 

or wrong. If you never use what you can you can never improve. And watch English 

television, most people learn automatically by watching American’s movies. You hear how 

the word sound and used, beside it is maybe the most fun way to do it. Listening to English 

music is another way to make learning English little bit more fun. By listening to the song 

and read the lyric it will help a lot, maybe even sing it out. These are the most used way to 

learn English because it does not require so much work, despite the fact that it does not help 

you so much with the grammar. And some film and music may have some wrong written 

grammar.

The other way

In order to improve your grammar you need to read more English like newspaper and 

English book also do some task, it will definitive help. In theory it is the best way to learn 

English, but it is sometime just to boring for someone to execute it. That is where school 

come in to place. At school you are force to do the grammar and read the text and do 

exercise with. To say it that way, “it is easier to understand English than learning English.” 

Avoid!

Something you should avoid [is the] use of translation program. While it is very helpful 

when you translate one word at the time, but sentence and create a whole new meaning. So 

be warn of thing on Internet, not every thing is trustable.

At final…

Maybe not every job require English, but everything is staring to be more and more 

English, so think about it, today that job don’t require English but tomorrow it may require. 

Learn English cause you will need it someday, maybe on a vacation on another country. 

And the easiest way to learn it is to surround yourself with it, with English music, English 

book, English movie and English lesson, by talking and heard English. As long you use 

English you will learn English. 
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Noen lenker:
http://www.smartskole.no/

Smartpad (iPad app.)

http://teachingwithsmartboard.com/ 
(video finnes også i iTunes) 

Del&Bruk

Google "smartboard templates"


